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Abstract 

 

Jōmon dogū are anthropomorphic and zoomorphic clay figurines which are found in Japan in 

layers of Jōmon period (13000 – 300 BCE). Their meanings and functions are unknown; 

generally, they can’t be sources for learning something about Jōmon life. However, if, for 

instance, a dogū depicts wild boar it is logical to conclude that wild boars were important for 

Jōmon people. There are some anthropomorphic dogū which have breasts and a vertical line 

running upward from genital area to breast. This line looks like an erected penis. It is possible to 

state that dogū with breasts and penises are depictions of androgynous beings. It isn’t possible to 

say whether these figurines depict deities, but it seems that androgynous beings were an 

important part of Jōmon people worldview.   
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1. Introduction to the problem 

 

Dogū are anthropomorphic and zoomorphic clay figurines (see for instance pic. 2, 4, 11, 13); 

their length is usually about 10 to 30 cm.  Dogū are found in Japan in layers attributed to the 

Jōmon period (13000 – 300 BCE). Word dogū 土偶 literally means “clay figures”. Most of 

dogū were found in layers attributed to late Jōmon (about 3000 – 300 BCE), but some samples 

of primitive dogū were found in layers of early Jōmon (about 10000 – 9000 BCE) (for more 

details see Dogū). In different areas and in different periods different types of dogū
1
 were 

produced. In the period of Yayoi (about 300 BCE – 250 CE) the practice of dogū producing 

comes to naught. 

 

It should be specially noted that dogū is an umbrella term that is used to denote items which are 

rather different and actually should be considered as separated items; however, now there isn’t 

enough information to single out different groups of figurines. 

 

Dogū have been found across all of the Japanese archipelago, except Ryūkyū islands; most of 

the dogū originated from Eastern Japan and it is rare to find one in Western Japan (pic. 1). Dogū 

figurines are unknown outside of the Japanese archipelago. 

 

The purpose and the meaning of the dogū still remain unknown. However, dogū are often 

considered as images of kami
2
 of Jōmon period (see for instance: Koyama 1993). Such an 

approach is rather perfunctory and naïve since it is based on certain speculative prejudices 

suggesting that so-called prehistoric people obviously should have had certain notions about 

deities and should have had certain images of those deities.   

                                                           
1
 Japanese archaeologists like very much to create different classifications of dogū; often it looks like glass beads 

game, i.e.: a process for the sake of the process, and those classifications don’t help true understanding of dogū. 
2
 Kami 神 is a key concept of Shintō, it is usually translated as “deity”, but it is more accurate to left it without 

translation and give context definition since word kami belongs to the lexis that is highly culturally determined. 

Japanese concept kami originated from Ainu word kamuy that can be translated as “an item that is filled by vital 

energy and can endow other beings with vital energy” (for more details see Nonno 2015). 
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And especially amusing are attempts to interpret some dogū as images of certain concrete deities, 

for instance: the deity of Sun, the deity of Moon, the deity of fertility and so on. Usually such 

interpretations are based on speculative prejudices and on ‘analyses’ of ornaments of dogū 

which actually are nothing else, but simply fantasies of a particular author: for instance, a 

figurine depicting a pregnant woman (pic. 2) is declared to be a goddess of fertility.  

 

 
 

Pic. 1. Map showing regions of Japanese archipelago: Eastern Japan is marked by violet, 

Western Japan is marked by red, Ryūkyū islands are marked by orange (the map has been made 

after Google maps screenshot)  

 

It is much more accurate to say that the figurine simply depicts a pregnant woman; there isn’t 

enough information to conclude whether it is an image of fertility goddess and whether the 

figurine depicts a deity at all. 
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Pic. 2. So-called Jōmon Venus,  height 27 cm; dogū found in Tanabatake site, Chino, Nagano 

Prefecture, about 3000 – 2000 BCE (image source – Jōmon Venus)   

 

The ornamental tradition of dogū figurines, as well as any other ornamental tradition, is a 

semiotic system, but in the case of dogū the ornamental system is not deciphered yet and so it 

hardly can be considered as a reliable source for learning something about Jōmon people. And 

thus it is possible to say that all such attempts to ascribe certain concrete deities to certain dogū 

are completely off base, i.e.: outside the field of science. 

There is another important point: Jōmon people were direct ancestors of modern Ainu and 

Jōmon culture was a direct prefiguration of Ainu culture (Akulov 2015), so it is possible to say 

that Ainu culture actually can be the key to Jōmon. In Ainu culture images of kamuy are 

unknown, and so it is quite logical to suppose the same for Jōmon culture.  
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Pic. 3. Location of Tanabatake site (the map has been made after Google maps screenshot) 

 

2. What can actually be learned about Jōmon people from dogū? 

 

According to N. G. Munro dogū are not realistic portraits of Jōmon people, but are grotesque 

abstract images, products of an elaborated tradition of symbolism and abstraction (Munro 1911: 

225 – 232).  Dogū can’t be sources for conclusions about racial types of Jōmon people. 

Ornaments of dogū can be depicting of garments or tattoos or can probably have some special 

meanings, but now we have no enough information to state something definite in this question. 

It is not possible to say whether at least some of dogū are images of deities or whether dogū 

could be used in certain magic rites.  

 

On the other hand there some evident cases in which dogū can be sources for conclusions about 

the world of Jōmon people. For instance, if a dogū depicts wild boar (pic. 4) it is fairly logical to 

conclude that wild boars were important for Jōmon people; however, it’s impossible to say 

whether the figurine depicts a deity of wild boars or it was made for a hunting rite. 
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Pic. 4. A figurine of wild boar from Tokoshinai site, Aomori prefecture, total length is about 18 

cm., Late Jōmon (image source – Inoshishi kata doseihin…)  

 

 
 

Pic. 5. Location of Tokoshinai site (the map has been made after Google maps screenshot) 
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3. Dogū depicting androgynous beings  

 

In the case of the above-considered figurine of wild boar everything is quite unambiguous since 

it is closely connected with the material sphere of Jōmon people life: it is well known that 

hunting was one of the main activities of Jōmon people and wild boars were one of main prey.  

However, sometimes dogū can be the source for some conclusions about Jōmon people 

worldview.   

There are some anthropomorphic dogū which have female breasts and a vertical line running 

upward from genital area to breast. This line looks much alike erected penis. In some dogū the 

line is just dash (pic. 6), in some dogū it is a schematic depiction (pic. 7), and in some dogū it is 

a rather realistic depiction of penis (pic. 10, 11, 13).  

 

 
 

Pic. 6. A fragmented dogū from Shiizuka shell mound, Ibaraki prefecture, height 9.2 cm, Late 

Jomon (image source – Jōmon jidai dogū 1) 
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Pic. 7. A fragmented dogū from Sanganji shell mound, Fukushima prefecture, height 11.1 cm, 

Late Jōmon  (image source – Jōmon jidai dogū 3) 
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Pic. 8. Location of Shiizuka and Fukuda shell mounds; both shell mounds are located very close 

to each other (map has been made after Google maps screenshot)  

 

 
 

Pic. 9. Location of Sanganji shell mound (map has been made after Google map screenshot)  
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Pic. 10. A fragmented dogū from Fukuda shell mound, Ibaraki prefecture, height 16.4 cm, Late 

Jōmon (image source – Jōmon jidai dogū 2)  
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Pic. 11. Dogū from Yoyama shell mound, Chiba Prefecture,  height 13.2 cm, about 1300 BCE 

(image source – Miho Museum)  

 

 
 

Pic. 12. Location of Yoyama shell mound (the map has been made after Google maps 

screenshot) 
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Pic. 13. Dogū from Shinpukuji shell mound, Saitama prefecture, height 20.5 cm, 2000 – 1000 

BCE (image source – Shinpukuji kaizuka)  

 

 
 

Pic. 14. Location of Shinpukuji shell mound (the map has been made after Google maps 

screenshot) 
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It is possible to state that dogū with breasts and penises are depictions of androgynous beings or 

beings of converted gender.  

And it is amusing that Munro also paid some attention to this ‘vertical line’ and even published 

the image of dogū that in the current paper is shown in pic. 10, but he didn’t interpret vertical 

lines as erected penises and didn’t make a conclusion about androgynous beings and even wrote 

about the absence of sexual concept on these figurines (see: Munro 229, 230) 

It isn’t possible to say whether these figurines depict kamuy/deities, but anyway it seems to be 

rather obvious that androgynous beings were an important part of the worldview of Jōmon 

people.  

The fact that all above considered androgynous dogū have erected penises causes association 

with Ancient Greece tradition of androgynous deities, for instance, such androgynous deity as 

Aphroditus is usually depicted with erected penis (pic. 15).   

 

 
 

Pic. 15. Ancient Greek images of Aphroditus: left – herm of Aphroditus, right – terracotta 

figurine (images source – Aphroditus) 
 

There are some pieces of evidence that people of converted gender existed in Ainu culture (see: 

Akulov, Nonno 2015), and this fact correlates well wide spread of such androgynous dogū in the 

territory of Jōmon people (in this paper I have considered only some specimens which are most 

noticeable, while actually, they are numerous). 
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Also the fact that in Jōmon society images of androgynous beings were rather widely spread 

while in the culture of modern Ainu such images are unknown, corroborates previously made 

assumption that from the end of Jōmon epoch under the influence of migrants from the continent 

Ainu culture has moved from a more liberal/frivolous to more rigorous and has lost most of its 

creative abilities (see: Akulov, Nonno 2015; Nonno 2016). 
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